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QUESTION 1

You and an associate named Frank administer a Solaris server. Frank will be responsible for monitoring system
resource usage, so you set up a project entry for his account. Consider the following commands and output: 

Which is Frank\\'s default project? 

A. default 

B. clockfix 

C. user.frank 

D. group.staff 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which sequence of commands will create a virtual network interface? 

A. Option A 
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B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following command: 

zonestat q r physical-memory R high z dbzone p p "zones" 10 24h 60m 

What data will this command report? 

A. The dbzone\\'s physical memory usage every hour for a day, displaying the 10 higher usage intervals for each hour. 

B. All the dbzone\\'s resource usage, excluding physical memory, 10 times an hour for a day. 

C. The dbzone\\'s CPU, virtual memory, and networking utilization every hour for a day, displaying top 10 usage
intervals. 

D. The dbzone\\'s memory and CPU utilization every 10 seconds for a day, displaying peak usage each hour. 

E. The dbzone\\'s physical memory usage every 10 seconds for a day. displaying peak usage each hour. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Changes were made to the application/pkg/server:default service when an administrator made modifications to add a
local package repository. Which command should be used to identify the changes that were made to the
application/pkg/ server:default service? 

A. svcs l application/pkg/server:default 

B. svcs vx application/pkg/server:default 

C. svccfg s application/pkg/server listprop 

D. svccfg s application/pkg/server:default listcust L 

E. svccfg s application/pkg/server listpg 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a ZFS pool that contains a hierarchy of data file systems. You create snapshots of the file systems and you
created a clone (dpool/export/CID) of the dpool/export/home/CID file systems. The file systems are as follows: 
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Now you remove a file from the cloned file system: root@sll-server1:~# rm /export/CID/core.bash.8070 How will space
usage be changed for dpool/export/CID? 

A. The USED value will increase and the REFER value will decrease; the AVAIL value will be unchanged. 

B. The USED value will decrease and the REFER value will increase; the AVAIL value will increase. 

C. The USED value will decrease, the REFER value will decrease; the AVAIL value will increase. 

D. USED, REFER and the AVAIL value will be unchanged. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Your organization uses a fixed base configuration for all Oracle Solaris native brand zones that are created. You want to
configure your server so that it will use your company template when the create command is issued. Identify the
preferred way to accomplish this. 

A. Change the /etc/zones/SYSblank.xml link to link to your company template and use create b. 

B. Set the default_template property in the system/zones service to your company template. 

C. Change the /etc/zones/SYSsolaris.xml link to link to your company template. 

D. Set the zone_default_template parameter in the /etc/default/zones file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

The following information describes the current dump configuration of your server: 

Assume that the following command lines have been run on a system: 
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(root) # coreadm g $HOME/var/core/%m.core.%f.%t (non-root) $ coreadm p core.%f.%p 

Identify the result of a subsequent process crash. 

A. A copy of a core file will appear in /var/core. 

B. A copy of a core file will appear in the process\\' current working directory. 

C. The root copy will include the taskid of the process. 

D. The nonroot copy will include the day of the process crash. 

E. The global format will override the per-process format. 

F. The global core dump is disabled, so a core file will not be saved. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which four configuration elements are managed by the dumpadm utility? 

A. the location of the dump device 

B. the location of the savecore directory 

C. the index number for the next core dump 

D. the reserved file system space that a core dump may not use 

E. the compression of the crash dump file 

F. the size of the dump device 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 9

You configured IPMP on the system: 
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Based on this information, select the correct conclusion. 

A. No default route is configured. 

B. in.mpathd cannot identify failed interfaces. 

C. There are no active interfaces in the group. 

D. There are three standby interfaces in the group. 

E. The property transitive-probing is false. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You decide to create a new rights profile to include a selection of Solaris authorizations and commands. The commands
in your selection will require extra privileges. Which two files will you modify to add these privileges and authorizations? 

A. /etc/user_attr 

B. /etc/security/auth_attr 

C. /etc/security/prof_attr 

D. /etc/security/exec_attr 

E. /etc/security/prof_attr.d/core-os 

F. /etc/security/auth_attr.d/core-os 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11
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Consider the following ZFS configuration: 

You have created snapshots of the homo directories which are as follows: 

You have another storage pool named bpool on the same system. You use the following command to store the
snapshots in this pool: 

# zfs send rpool/export/home@11.28.12 | zfs recv f bpool@11.28.12 

What will be created in the pool bpool as a result of this operation? 

A. bpool/export/home/ bpool/export/home/curly 

B. bpool/export/home/ bpool/export/home/curly bpool/export/home@12.25.11 

C. bpool/export/home/ bpool/export/home/curly bpool@12.25.11 

D. bpool/curly bpool/curly@12.25.11 

E. bpool/curly 

F. bpool/curly bpool@12.25.11 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two actions permit the system-log service to receive messages from a remote Solaris host? 

A. setting the property config/log_from_remote to true and restarting the service 

B. setting the property config/log_from_remote to *.noticoand restart the service 

C. configuring a selector for remote messages in the /etc/syslog.conf file 

D. ensuring that port 514 is open to remote traffic and doesn\\'t require a password 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 13

Examine the following command: 
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ipadm create-addr -T static -a 192.168.1.112/26 net0/v6 

Which two statements are true? 

A. The interface is plumbed. 

B. The interface is marked down. 

C. The netmask value is ffffffc0. 

D. The link local IPv6 address fe80::112 is created. 

E. Multicast datagrams are not enabled on this interface. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

You administer an Oracle Solaris 11 system that uses a user-defined Network Configuration Profile (NCP). You now
need to modify the DNS name servers. Select the profile type that you will need to modify. 

A. Automatic-NCP 

B. Location profile 

C. Network Configuration Unit 

D. External Network Modifiers 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

You need to create a virtual network with two zones, one with a web server and the other with an application server that
the web server calls. You decide to create a virtual switch and virtual network interface cards (VNICs) for the zones.
Select the command that will create the virtual switch. 

A. dladm create-etherswitch stub0 

B. dladm create-vnic l net1 vnic1 

C. dladm create-stub l vnic0 stub0 

D. dladm create-vnic l stub0 vnic1 

Correct Answer: B 
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